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Jennie C. Hansen and Jerzy Jaworskiyz
Abstract
In this paper we consider a random mapping, ^ Tn;, of the nite
set f1;2;:::;ng into itself for which the digraph representation ^ Gn;
is constructed by: (1) selecting a random number, ^ Ln, of cyclic ver-
tices, (2) constructing a uniform random forest of size n with the
selected cyclic vertices as roots, and (3) forming `cycles' of trees by
applying to the selected cyclic vertices a random permutation with
cycle structure given by the Ewens sampling formula with parame-
ter . We investigate ^ kn;, the size of a `typical' component of ^ Gn;,
and we obtain the asymptotic distribution of ^ kn; conditioned on
^ Ln = m(n). As an application of our results, we show in Section
3 that provided ^ Ln is of order much larger than
p
n, then the joint
distribution of the normalized order statistics of the component sizes
of ^ Gn; converges to the Poisson-Dirichlet() distribution as n ! 1.
1 Introduction
Random mapping models have been extensively studied in the literature.
The classical approach to constructing such models, including the well-
studied uniform model, is to dene a probability measure Pn on Mn, the
set of all functions from [n]  f1;2;:::;ng into [n], and to dene the random
mapping TPn to be a random element of Mn with distribution given by
Pn. For the model TPn, it is natural to investigate the structural features
of the random directed graph that represents TPn and much work has been
done in this direction (see, for example, [9], [11], [12] and the references
therein). In this paper we take a dierent approach, rst introduced in
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1a companion paper [10], to constructing a random mapping model. Our
approach is based on building a random mapping model such that certain
structural features of the model are specied at the outset.
In order to dene the model, we begin with a few denitions. First, we
note that for any f 2 Mn, we can represent f by a directed graph G(f)
on n labelled vertices such that a directed edge from vertex i to vertex j
exists in G(f) if and only if f(i) = j. For any f 2 Mn and any positive
integer `, let f(`) denote the `th iterate of f, and for every i 2 [n], dene
f(0)(i)  i. We say that vertex i in G(f) is a cyclic vertex if f(`)(i) = i
for some `  1 and we let L(f) denote the number of cyclic vertices in
G(f). We also note that since each vertex in G(f) has out-degree 1, the
components of G(f) consist of directed cycles with directed trees attached.
This observation motivates the following construction, rst introduced in
[10], of a random mapping digraph ^ Gn on n labelled vertices: (1) Select
a random number, ^ Ln, of cyclic vertices; (2) Construct a random forest of
size n with the selected cyclic vertices as roots; (3) Form `cycles' of trees
by applying a random permutation to the selected cyclic vertices to obtain
^ Gn. Given the random digraph ^ Gn, we let ^ Tn denote the corresponding
random element of Mn which satises G(^ Tn) = ^ Gn. It is clear from the
denition above, that the distribution of ^ Gn will depend on the distribution
of ^ Ln, on the distribution of the random forest constructed in Step 2, and
on the distribution of the random permutation which is used to form the
`cycles' of trees in Step 3.
Questions concerning the structure of random mappings arise in many
applications, such as cryptographic systems ( see, for example, [5], [14]), the
analysis of Pollard's algorithm (see [13], [16]), simulations of shift register
sequences, and computational number theory and random number genera-
tion. These applications have motivated our investigation of ^ Gn. We note
that in these applications, and more generally, it is of interest to determine
how the structure of ^ Gn depends on the number of cyclic vertices ^ Ln and
on the cycle structure of the random permutation that is used to construct
the cycle of trees. In [10] we considered random mapping model ^ Tn where
both the random forest and the random permutation in the construction of
^ Gn are uniformly distributed. For this model we obtained both the exact
and the asymptotic distribution of ^ kn, the size of a `typical' component of
^ Gn, conditioned on the number of cyclic vertices ^ Ln. It was noted in [10]
that it would be interesting to investigate the structure of ^ Gn when the ran-
dom permutation used to construct the cycles is not uniformly distributed.
We consider this question in this paper and we extend our earlier results
by investigating a more general family of random digraphs, ^ Gn;, which
are obtained when the probability distribution of the random permutation
of the cyclical vertices is associated with the well-known Ewens sampling
2formula (see [3]) with parameter  > 0. Such permutations are dened as
follows: Suppose that A is a nite set of size m and let SA denote the set of
all permutations  : A ! A. For  > 0, let ^ A; denote a random element
of SA with distribution given by
Prf^ A; = g =
jj
(m) (1.1)
where jj equals the number of cycles in the permutation  2 SA and
(m) = (+1)(+2)(+m 1). In the case where  = 1, we obtain the
uniform distribution on SA, so the mappings considered in [10] are a special
case of the models that we consider in this paper. Now suppose that for
any permutation  and i > 0, we dene Ci() to be the number of cycles
in  of size i, then it follows from (1.1) that for any nite set A of size m
and any non-negative integers c1;c2;:::;cm such that
Pm
i=1 ici = m,
PrfCi(^ A;) = ci;i = 1;:::;mg =
m!
(m)
m Y
i=1


i
ci 1
ci!
: (1.2)
The formula on the right side of (1.2) is known as the Ewens Sampling
Formula from populations genetics and, based on (1.2), we say that the
random permutation ^ A; has a Ewens cycle structure. It is also interesting
to note that realisations of ^ A; can be generated by the following variant
of the sequential Chinese Restaurant Process: Label the elements in A by
1;2;:::;n and put the integer 1 in the rst cycle. Next, integer 2 joins the
rst cycle, to the right of 1, with probability =(+1) or it starts a second
cycle. In general, after k   1 insertions, integer k either starts a new cycle
with probability =( + k   1) or it is inserted to the right of a randomly
chosen integer that has already been assigned to a cycle.
In order to give a more detailed description of the directed random graph
^ Gn; and the corresponding random mapping ^ Tn;, we introduce some addi-
tional notation. For n  1, let Vn denote a set of vertices labelled 1;2;:::;n
and let ^ Ln denote a discrete random variable such that 1  ^ Ln  n. With
this notation, we dene the random digraph ^ Gn with parameter , using
^ Ln, as follows: Given ^ Ln = m, let Am denote a uniform random subset of
size m from the vertices Vn (i.e. all subsets of size m are equally likely).
Given Am = A  Vn, let Fn(A) denote the uniform random rooted forest
on the vertices Vn, where A is the set of roots, and the edges in the trees of
Fn(A) are directed such that any path from a vertex to a root is directed
towards the root. Finally, suppose that ^ A; is a random permutation of A
with Ewens cycle structure which is also independent of the random forest
Fn(A). We form the directed graph ^ Gn; from the rooted forest Fn(A) by
adding a directed edge from i 2 A to j 2 A if ^ A;(i) = j, and we let ^ Tn;
3denote the random mapping which is represented by ^ Gn;. It follows from
the construction of ^ Gn; and the denition of ^ Tn;, that for any f 2 Mn
and 1  m  n
Prf^ Tn; = f j ^ Ln = mg =
1
 n
m

mnn 1 m
j(f)j
(m) (1.3)
where mnn 1 m equals the number of forests on n vertices with m roots
and (f) is the permutation that is obtained by restricting the mapping f
to its cyclical vertices.
Let Z+ be the set of non-negative integers. It is clear from the construc-
tion above that if ^ Tn; is a random mapping with Ewens cycle structure,
and if  : Mn ! Z+ is a functional, then the distribution of (^ Tn;) is
determined by the distribution of ^ Ln and by the conditional probabilities
Prf(^ Tn;) = k

 ^ Ln = mg: (1.4)
Hence the conditional probabilities in (1.4) are fundamental to any inves-
tigation of ^ Tn; and of the structure of the corresponding random digraph
^ Gn;. We note that sometimes it can be very easy to compute the condi-
tional probabilities in (1.4). For example, suppose that, for f 2 Mn, (f)
equals the number of components in G(f), then the conditional distribu-
tion of (^ Tn;) given that ^ Ln = m is the same as the distribution of the
number of cycles in the random permutation ^ A; where jAj = m. In this
case, both the exact and asymptotic distributions of the number of cycles
in ^ A; are well-known (see, [4], [6], in the case  = 1, and [2], [7] for general
 > 0 ). However, for most functionals it can be much more complicated
to compute the conditional probabilities in (1.4).
In this paper we investigate the conditional distribution of ^ kn; 
kn(^ Tn;) given ^ Ln, where, for f 2 Mn, kn(f) is dened to be the size
of the component in G(f) which contains the vertex 1. Since vertex 1 is
`arbitrary', we can say that ^ kn; is the size of a `typical' component in
^ Gn;. We also note that by selecting a component in ^ Gn; which contains
the vertex 1, we are selecting a component using `size-biased' sampling.
Size-biased sampling has been studied and used in the context of both ran-
dom mappings and random permutations with Ewens cycle structure (see
Aldous [1], Vershik and Schmidt [15] and also the discussion in Hansen
and Jaworski [9]). In Section 2, we determine an exact formula for the
conditional probabilities
Prf^ kn; = k
  ^ Ln = mg; (1.5)
and we show that conditioned on ^ Ln = m(n), where
p
n = o(m(n)), the
asymptotic distribution of ^ kn; is, in some sense, `independent' of the num-
ber of cyclic vertices as n ! 1. Using this result, we show that provided
4p
n = o(^ Ln) (in a sense which we make precise in the statement of The-
orem 2) and ^ A; is a random permutation with Ewens cycle structure
with parameter  > 0, then the joint distribution of the normalized or-
der statistics of the component sizes of ^ Gn; converges, as n ! 1, to the
Poisson Dirichlet() distribution with parameter , which we denote by
PD(), on the simplex
r =

fxig :
X
xi  1;xi  xi+1  0 for every i  1

:
The key point of this result is that we always obtain the same limiting
distribution for the normalized order statistics of the component sizes pro-
vided only that, with high probability, the number of cyclic vertices, ^ Ln, is
much larger than
p
n.
We conclude this paper with a few remarks about the structure of ^ Gn;
under other assumptions about the distribution of the number of cyclic
vertices ^ Ln and we suggest various directions for further investigation.
2 Results
We begin this section by recalling a result from [10] which holds for any
random mapping digraph ^ Gn which is constructed as described in Section 1.
Fact 1. Let ^ ln be the length of the cycle in the connected component in ^ Gn
to which the vertex 1 belongs, ^ kn be the size of this component and let ^ Ln
be the total number of cyclical vertices of ^ Gn. Then, for m = 2; 3; ::: ;n,
k = 0; 1; ::: ;n 2 and j = maxf1;m n+k+1g; ::: ;minfk+1;m 1g,
we have
Pr
^ kn = k + 1; ^ ln = j
  ^ Ln = m
	
=

n   m
k   j + 1

m
j

j (m   j)pm;j
nm

k + 1
n
k j+1 
1  
k + 1
n
n m k+j 2
;
where pm;j denotes the probability that in the random permutation ^ m of
m elements used to construct ^ Gn, a given j-element set forms a cycle; and
for m = 1;:::;n
Pr
^ kn = n; ^ ln = m
 ^ Ln = m
	
= pm;m
and if j 6= m
Pr
^ kn = n; ^ ln = j

 ^ Ln = m
	
= 0: 
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^ Gn; is a random mapping with Ewens cycle structure as constructed in
Section 1. In this case, an application of Fact 1 yields the following result.
Fact 2. Let ^ ln; be the length of the cycle in the connected component in
^ Gn; to which the vertex 1 belongs, let ^ kn; be the size of this component
and let ^ Ln be the total number of cyclical vertices of ^ Gn;. Also, for any
x 2 R, let (x)j  x(x   1)(x   j + 1). Then, for m = 2; ::: ;n,
k = 0;1; ::: ;n 2 and j = maxf1;m n+k+1g; ::: ;minfk+1;m 1g,
we have
Prf^ kn; = k + 1;^ ln; = j

 ^ Ln = mg
=
1
n

n   m
k   j + 1

(m   1)j
(m   1 + )j

k + 1
n
 k j+1
1  
k + 1
n
 n m k+j 2
and for m = 1;:::;n
Pr
^ kn; = n;^ ln; = m

 ^ Ln = m
	
=
(m   1)!
(m   1 + )m 1
and if j 6= m
Pr
^ kn; = n;^ ln; = j

 ^ Ln = m
	
= 0:
Proof. Fix  > 0 and suppose that A is a set with jAj = m and let ^ A; be
the corresponding random permutation with Ewens cycle structure. Then
for j = 1; 2; :::; m
pm;j =
(j   1)!
(m   1 + )j
: (2.1)
where pm;j denotes the probability that in the random permutation ^ A;
a given j element set forms a cycle. To see (2.1) let B  A be a xed
subset of A with jBj = j and let B denote a xed cyclic permutation of
the elements of B. For any  2 SA such that jB = B, we can decompose
 as (B;Bc) where jBc = Bc 2 SBc. It follows from the denition of
the distribution of ^ A; that
Prf^ A;jB = Bg =
X
Bc2SBc
Prf^ A; = (B;Bc)g
=
X
Bc2SBc
1+jBcj
(m)
6=

( + m   1)j
X
Bc2SBc
jBcj
(m j)
=

( + m   1)j
where the last equality follows since we are summing up a probability dis-
tribution. There are (j   1)! dierent cyclic permutations of the set B, so
it follows from the equation above that
pm;j = (j   1)!Prf^ A;jB = Bg =
(j   1)!
( + m   1)j
as required. Hence the assertion of the Fact 2 follows directly from the
Fact 1.
Summing the probabilities given by Fact 2 over j leads us to the next result.
Fact 3. Let ^ kn; be the size of the connected component in ^ Gn; to which
the vertex 1 belongs and let ^ Ln be the total number of cyclical vertices of
^ Gn;. Then, for k = 0;:::;n   2; m = 2;:::;n we have
Prf^ kn; = k+1
  ^ Ln = mg =
minfk+1;m 1g X
j=j
(m   1)j
n(m   1 + )j

n   m
k   j + 1

k + 1
n
 k j+1 
1  
k + 1
n
 n m k+j 2
=
minfk;n mg X
t=maxf0;k+2 mg
(m   1)k t+1
n(m   1 + )k t+1

n   m
t

k + 1
n
 t
1  
k + 1
n
 n m t 1
where j = maxf1;m   n + k + 1g, and for m = 1;:::;n
Prf^ kn; = n
  ^ Ln = mg =
(m   1)!
(m   1 + )m 1
:

Before stating Theorem 1, we make a few remarks. We recall that when
 = 1, ^ Gn;1 is constructed by using a uniform random permutation to form
cycles of trees. This case was considered in detail in [10], and, in particular,
the asymptotic distribution of ^ kn;1 was determined under various assump-
tions about the number of cyclic vertices m relative to n as n ! 1. In
Theorems 1 and 2 below we generalise two results from [10]. We discuss
other generalisations in Section 3.
7Theorem 1. Suppose that
p
n = o(m), a is xed, 0 < a < 1
2, and xis
such that 0 < a < x < 1   a < 1 and xn 2 Z+. Then, for all suciently
large n,
Pr
n^ kn;
n
= x


 ^ Ln = m
o
=
1
n


1   x
 1
+ "(n;m;x;)
where

"(n;m;x;)

 
C(;a)(n m)
1=4
n
p
m for some constant C(;a) that de-
pends only on  and a.
Proof. First, we suppose that n m ! 1 as n ! 1. We also x 0 < a < 1
2
and suppose that k +1 = xn, where x is xed, 0 < a < x < 1 a < 1. Let
(j)  j   mx and let (n;m;a) 
p
am(n   m)1=4. Then by Fact 3, we
have
Prf^ kn; = k + 1

Ln = mg = S1 + S2 + S3 =
Pminfk+1;mg
j=j
1fj(j)j(n;m;a)g
n
(m)j
(m 1+)j
 n m
xn j

xxn j(1   x)n m xn+j
 
Pminfk+1;mg
j=j
1fj(j)j(n;m;a)g
n(1 x)
(m)j(j)
m(m 1+)j
 n m
xn j

xxn j(1   x)n m xn+j
+
Pminfk+1;mg
j=j
1fj(j)j>(n;m;a)g
n(1 x)
(m)j(m j)
m(m 1+)j
 n m
xn j

xxn j(1   x)n m xn+j
where j = maxf1;m   n + k + 1g.
We begin by bounding the sum S3. First note that for  > 0
(m)j
(m   1 + )j

(m   1)j
(m   1 + )j
m
m   j
 
m
m   j
: (2.2)
Next, let X be a Binomial(n   m;x) random variable and let
Y = (X   (n   m)x)=
p
(n   m)x(1   x): (2.3)
Then it follows from (2.2) that
S3  
minfk+1;mg X
j=j
1fj(j)j>(n;m;a)g
n(1   x)

n   m
xn   j

xxn j(1   x)n m xn+j (2.4)


n(1   x)
Pr
(
jY j >
(n;m;a)
p
(n   m)x(1   x)
)


n
p
n   m
am

where j = maxf1;m   n + k + 1g and the last inequality follows from
Chebyshev's inequality.
8Next, observe that if j(j)j  (n;m;a), then

 

(j)
m

 
 
p
a(n   m)1=4
p
m
and, from (2.2), for all suciently large m
(m)j
(m   1 + )j
 
m
m   mx   (n;m;a)
 
1
1   x   (n;m;a)=m

2
a
:
Using these bounds, we obtain
jS2j 
2
na2
p
a(n   m)1=4
p
m

2(n   m)1=4
an
p
am
: (2.5)
Finally, suppose that j = mx + (j) and j(j)j  (n;m;a). Then we
have, for all suciently large m,
(m)j
(m   1 + )j
= exp
(
 
j 1 X
i=0
ln

1 +
   1
m   i
)
= exp
(
 
j 1 X
i=0
   1
m   i
+ 1(;m;j)
)
(2.6)
where
1(;m;j) =
1 X
k=2
( 1)k+1
k
j 1 X
i=0

   1
m   i
k
: (2.7)
We note that since j = mx + (j) and j(j)j  (n;m;a), we have
j1(;m;j)j 
3jj   1j2
2(m   j)2 
3j   1j2
ma2 (2.8)
for all suciently large m. Furthermore,
 
j 1 X
i=0
   1
m   i
= (   1)ln

1  
j
m

+ 2(m;j)
= (   1)ln(1   x) + (   1)ln

1  
(j)
m(1   x)

+ 2(m;j): (2.9)
where j2(m;j)j  1
m j  2
ma. It follows from calculations (2.6)-(2.9) that
there is a constant ^ C() which depends only on  such that for j with
j(j)j  (n;m;a), and all suciently large m
(m)j
n(m   1 + )j
=
(1   x) 1
n
(1 + ^ "(n;m;j;)) (2.10)
9where j^ "(n;m;j;)j 
^ C()(n m)
1=4
a2p
m . It follows from (2.10) and the tail
bounds in (2.4) that for all suciently large m
S1 =
(1   x) 1
n
minfk+1;mg X
j=j
1fj(j)j(n;m;a)g(1 + ^ "(n;m;j;)) 

n   m
xn   j

xxn j(1   x)n m xn+j
=
(1   x) 1
n
(1 + ~ "(n;m;x;)) (2.11)
where j~ "(n;m;x;)j 
^ C()(n m)
1=4
a2p
m . The result now follows from (2.4),
(2.5), and (2.11).
Finally, we consider the case when n   m = i = O(1) and, as previously,
x 0 < a < 1
2 and k + 1 = xn, where 0 < a < x < 1   a < 1. Then we
obtain from Fact 3
Prf^ kn; = k + 1

 ^ Ln = mg =
i X
t=0
(m   1)xn t
n(m   1 + )xn t

i
t

xt(1   x)i t 1
=
i X
t=0
(m)xn t
n(m   1 + )xn t
(m   xn + t)
m(1   x)

i
t

xt(1   x)i t: (2.12)
Since xn = xm + xi, we have for 0  t  i,
m   xn + t
m(1   x)
= 1 +
t   xi
m(1   x)
; (2.13)
and by (2.10), there is a constant C() that depends only on  such that
(m)xn t
n(m   1 + )xn t
=
(m)xm+xi t
n(m   1 + )xm+xi t
=
(1   x) 1
n
(1+^ "(n;m;i;))
(2.14)
where j^ "(n;m;i;)j 
C()(i)
1=4
a2p
m for all suciently large m. The result now
follows in this case from (2.12){ (2.14).
It follows from the above theorem that if ^ Ln is of order greater than
p
n
then the conditional distribution of
kn;
n given ^ Ln is asymptotically Beta()
distributed on [0;1] and is `independent' of the exact distribution of ^ Ln.
We exploit this `independence' of
kn;
n and ^ Ln to prove our next result. To
10state this result, we dene, for i  1, ^ d
(i)
n; to be the size of the ith largest
component in ^ Gn;. The variables

^ d
(1)
n;
n ;
^ d
(2)
n;
n ; :::

are the normalized
order statistics of the component sizes of ^ Gn; and the following result
characterises their asymptotic joint distribution.
Theorem 2. Suppose that ^ L1; ^ L2;::: is a sequence of discrete random
variables such that for each n  1, 1  ^ Ln  n. Also, suppose that there
exists m(n) such that
p
n = o(m(n)) and (n)  Prf^ Ln < m(n)g ! 0
as n ! 1. Finally, suppose that  > 0 is xed and for n  1, ^ Gn; is
a random mapping with Ewens cycle structure. Then the joint distribution
of

^ d
(1)
n;
n ;
^ d
(2)
n;
n ; :::

; converges to the PD() distribution on the simplex
r =
n
fxig :
X
xi  1;xi  xi+1  0 for every i  1
o
as n ! 1.
We note that the above theorem gives us a continuum of random mapping
models based on the value of the parameter  for which the joint distribu-
tion of the order statistics of the normalised component sizes converges to
the PD() distribution. To describe the main steps in the proof of The-
orem 2, we introduce some notation and state a sucient condition for
convergence to the PD() distribution on r.
First, given ^ Gn;, let ^ K
(1)
n; denote the component in ^ Gn; which contains
vertex labelled 1. If ^ K
(1)
n; 6= ^ Gn; , then let ^ K
(2)
n; denote the component in
^ Gn;n ^ K
(1)
n; which contains the smallest vertex; otherwise, set ^ K
(2)
n; = ;. For
i > 2, we dene ^ K
(i)
n; iteratively: If ^ Gn; n(^ K
(1)
n; [:::[ ^ K
(i 1)
n; ) 6= ;, then let
^ K
(i)
n; denote the component in ^ Gn; n (^ K
(1)
n; [ ::: [ ^ K
(i 1)
n; ) which contains
the smallest vertex; otherwise, set ^ K
(i)
n; = ;. For i  1, let ^ k
(i)
n; = j^ K
(i)
n;j
and dene the sequence (^ z
(1)
n;; ^ z
(2)
n;; :::) by
^ z
(1)
n; =
^ k
(1)
n;
n
; ^ z
(2)
n; =
^ k
(2)
n;
n   ^ k
(1)
n;
; :::; ^ z
(i)
n; =
^ k
(i)
n;
n   ^ k
(1)
n;   ^ k
(2)
n;   :::   ^ k
(i 1)
n;
; :::
where ^ z
(i)
n; = 0 if n   ^ k
(1)
n;   ^ k
(2)
n;   :::   ^ k
(i 1)
n; = 0:
Now it is well-known (see, for example, Hansen [8] and references therein)
that to show that the joint distribution of the normalized order statistics, 
^ d
(1)
n;
n ;
^ d
(2)
n;
n ; :::

; converges to the PD() distribution on r, it is sucient
11to show that for each t  1 and 0 < ai < bi < 1 , i = 1;2;:::;t, we have
lim
n!1
Pr
n
ai < ^ z
(i)
n;  bi : 1  i  t
o
=
t Y
i=1
Z bi
a1
(1   x) 1dx: (2.15)
The proof of (2.15) is by induction on t and we give a sketch of this proof
below.
Sketch of proof of Theorem 2. First, suppose that t = 1 and let 1 =
min(a1;1   b1). Then we have
Pr

a1 
^ k
(1)
n;
n
 b1
	
=
X
mm(n)
Pr

a1 
^ k
(1)
n;
n
 b1

 ^ Ln = mgPrf^ Ln = m
	
+(a1;b1;n) (2.16)
where 0  (a1;b1;n)  (n). Now it follows from Theorem 1 that
X
mm(n)
Prfa1 
^ k
(1)
n;
n
 b1
  ^ Ln = mgPrf^ Ln = mg
=
X
mm(n)
 Z b1
a1
(1   x) 1dx + "(a1;b1;n;m)
!
Prf^ Ln = mg
=
 Z b1
a1
(1   x) 1dx
!
Prf^ Lm  m(n)g+
X
mm(n)
"(a1;b1;n;m)Prf^ Ln = mg
(2.17)
where
j"(a1;b1;n;m)j 
C(;1)(n   m(n))1=4
p
1m(n)
:
for all suciently large n and m  m(n), and some constant C(;1) which
depends only on  and 1. Since Prf^ Ln  m(n)g ! 1 and
(n m(n))
1=4
p
1m(n) ! 0
as n ! 1, the result for t = 1 follows from (2.16) and (2.17).
Next, we sketch the induction step by considering the proof of the case
t = 2 given that the result holds for t = 1. First, observe that we can
decompose any f 2 Mn as f = (h1;h2) where h1 is the restriction of f
to the vertices of K(1)(f), the component of G(f) that contains vertex 1,
and h2 is the restriction of f to the vertices of G(f) n K(1)(f). Similarly,
^ Tn; can be decomposed into a pair of random mappings ^ T
(1)
n; and ^ T
(1
c)
n;
where ^ T
(1)
n; is the restriction of ^ Tn; to the vertices of ^ K
(1)
n; and ^ T
(1
c)
n; is the
12restriction of ^ T
(1
c)
n; to ^ Gn;n ^ K
(1)
n;. It follows by arguments like the one given
for (1.3) and by other straightforward calculations, that for 1  m  n
Prf^ T
(1
c)
n; = h2 j ^ T
(1)
n; = h1; ^ Ln = mg =
Prf^ T
(1)
n; = h1; ^ T
(1
c)
n; = h2 j ^ Ln = mg
Prf^ T
(1)
n; = h1 j ^ Ln = mg
=
1
 n k
m l

(m   l)(n   k)n k m+l 1
j(h2)j
(m l) = Prf^ Tn k; = ~ h j ^ Ln k = m lg
(2.18)
where k is the number of vertices in the connected digraph G(h1) which
represents h1, l is the number of cyclical vertices in G(h1), and ~ h 2 Mn k
is the mapping that is obtained by re-numbering the vertices in G(h2) by
1;2;:::;n   k.
As in the case t = 1 above, it is enough to consider
Pr
(
a1 
^ k
(1)
n;
n
 b1;a2 
^ k
(2)
n;
n   ^ k
(1)
n;
 b2
 
 
^ Ln = m
)
(2.19)
for m  m(n). Now for i  1, let ^ `
(i)
n; denote the number of cyclic vertices
in the component ^ K
(i)
n; (where ^ `
(i)
n; = 0 if ^ K
(i)
n; = ;). Then it follows from
(2.18) that if ^ k
(1)
n; = xn for some a1 < x < b1 then
Pr
(
a2 
^ k
(2)
n;
n   xn
 b2

 

^ `
(1)
n; = l;^ k
(1)
n; = xn; ^ Ln = m
)
= Pr
(
a2 
^ k
(1)
n xn;
n   xn
 b2


 
^ Ln xn = m   l
)
: (2.20)
Next, we claim that for m  m(n) and all suciently large n,
Pr

^ `
(1)
n; 
(1 + b1)m
2

 

^ k
(1)
n; = xn; ^ Ln = m

 C(;a1;b1)
n
(m(n))2
(2.21)
where C(;a1;b1) is a constant that depends on only ;a1, and b1. To
prove (2.21), rst note that if m > 2b1n
1+b1 then the left-hand side of (2.21) is
0, so we may assume that m(n)  m  2b1n
1+b1. In this case, by using Fact 2
and the bound (2.2), we obtain, as in the proof of Theorem 1,
Pr

^ k
(1)
n; = xn; ^ `
(1)
n; 
(1 + b1)m
2
 


^ Ln = m

13

n(1   x)
min(xn;m 1) X
j
(1+b1)m
2

n   m
xn   j

xxn j(1   x)n m xn j


n(1   x)
Pr
(
jY j >

1   b1
2

m
p
(n   m)x(1   x)
)


n(1   x)
n
(1   b1)2(m(n))2 (2.22)
where Y is dened as in (2.3) and the last inequality follows from Cheby-
shev's inequality. The bound (2.21) now follows from Theorem 1 and (2.22).
Furthermore, given ^ k
(1)
n; = xn and ^ Ln = m  m(n), we obtain from (2.21)
that m   ^ `
(1)
n; 
(1 b1)
2 m(n) with (uniformly) high probability. Using this
and standard arguments based on Theorem 1 and (2.20), it is straightfor-
ward now to obtain

 


Pr
(
a2 
^ k
(2)
n;
n   ^ k
(1)
n;
 b2

 
a1 
^ k
(1)
n;
n
 b1; ^ Ln = m
)
 
Z b2
a2
(1   x) 1dx

 


 ^ "(a1;b1;a2;b2;n;m(n)) (2.23)
for m  m(n), where ^ "(a1;b1;a2;b2;n;m(n)) ! 0 as n ! 1. The result
for t = 2 now follows from (2.23), and the result for t = 1. The general
induction argument is similar to the argument sketched above, but more
cumbersome to write down.

3 Final Remarks
The results in this paper have been obtained under the assumption that
the permutation used to construct ^ Gn; has a Ewens cycle structure. The-
orem 2 tells us that provided
p
n = o(^ Ln) with high probability, then ^ Gn;
`inherits', in some sense, its component structure from the Ewens cycle
structure of the permutation on its cyclical vertices. Specically, it is well-
known (see [3]) that if  > 0 is xed and if ^ m; is a random permutation
on m vertices with Ewens cycle structure, then the joint distribution of
the normalised order statistics of the cycle lengths of ^ m; converges as
m ! 1 to the Poisson-Dirichlet distribution, PD(). So Theorem 2 es-
tablishes that, provided
p
n = o(^ Ln) with high probability, the normalised
order statistics for the component sizes of ^ Gn; also converges, as n ! 1,
to the PD() distribution. This result follows from Theorem 1 which de-
pends on the local approximation given by (2.10). This suggests, in turn,
14that if, for a family of random permutations, there is a density f(x) on the
interval (0;1) such that
 m
j

jpmj  f(
j
m) as m ! 1, then an analogue of
Theorem 1 should hold for the size of a `typical' component of the random
digraph ^ Gn which is constructed using the family of random permutations.
Finally, we mention regimes treated in [10] but not presented in this
paper. First, recall that if  = 1, then ^ Gn;1 is obtained by using a uni-
form random permutation to construct the cycles of trees. In this case,
it is known (see [10]) that if ^ Ln = m(n) = o(
p
n) then the size of the
typical component in ^ Gn;1 is n   o(n). So, provided ^ Ln = o(
p
n) with
high probability, then ^ Gn;1 has one `giant' component, independent of the
distribution of ^ Ln, and in this case, it is of more interest to investigate
the distribution of n   ^ kn;1, the number of vertices not in the component
that contains the vertex 1 (see [10] for further details). In the case where
^ Ln = m(n) = 
p
n for some xed  > 0, the asymptotic distribution of
^ kn;1
n is parameterized by . Thus, if ^ Ln = O(
p
n) with high probability,
then the asymptotic distribution of
^ kn;1
n depends, in an interesting and
complicated way, on the distribution of ^ Ln as well as on the distribution
of the permutation used to form the cycles of trees. For example, if ^ Ln
equals the number of cyclical vertices in the usual uniform random map-
ping, then the asymptotic distribution of
^ kn;1
n is asymptotically Beta(1=2)
whereas the asymptotic distribution of the normalised length of a typical
cycle in the underlying uniform random permutation is Beta(1). We note
that when the permutation used to construct ^ Gn; has Ewens cycle struc-
ture with  6= 1, the results are qualitatively the same as those described
above, but the resulting distributions and formulas, especially in the case
where ^ Ln = m(n) = 
p
n, are more complicated and cumbersome. As
suggested in [10], it would be interesting to determine other distributions
for ^ Ln (which may depend on the parameter ) such that ^ Ln = O(
p
n)
with high probability and such that the asymptotic distribution of
^ kn;
n is
Beta(()) for some specied function () of . We have not been suc-
cessful in nding such distributions, so this remains as open question.
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